
Development Theory in the 
ake of Stru ctural Adj ustment 

I
n the 1 990s the \tVorld Bank began to show its concern over the 
negative effects of structural adjustment. In so doing, it typified the 
way· in which neoclassical theorists were trying to digest the lessons of 

structural adjustment. However, while neoclassical theorists were squar
ing uncomfortable facts with their theories, the left began advancing 
again-though not quite the same left as before. The radical left, though 
reinv�orated, was still engaged in academic debates, and much of the 
earlier statist development theory remained discredited . .  But a new ver
sion of statist thought emerged to fill the breach, drawing ideas from 
such sources as the new institutional economics and historical research 
on th€ twentieth century's development success stories in the Far East. 
From this emerged a new school of thought, developmental-state theory, 
that in fact revived a very old idea: the infant-industry model. 

For a time in the 1 990s, this' model was trumpeted as an alternative 
to the neoclassical approach to development. Even though its origins 
lay outside the academic left, it became popular among leftists in the 
1990s not only for its alternativ� stance to the neoclassical model, but 
also because it redeemed the much maligned state, in which the politi
cal left had come to place much of its confidence in the twentieth cen
tury. So, in places like South Africa after apartheid, the political left 
called for some version of the developmental state to be implemented. 
However, by d�cade's end, the model was already running into difficul
ties in its "heartland," in East Asia. And while it survived the initial 
onslaught of the 1 997-1998 Asian financial crisis, its relevance as an 
alternative to the neoclassical model was already starting to come into 
question. 
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II Change at the World Bank 

Even the World Bank, into which neoclassical theory made deep inroads 
in the 1 980s, came in the 1 990s to accept the need for an increasing 
state role in economic development. l Many neoclassical theorists shared 
this changing attitude,2 recognizing not only that the market required 
state management to realize its potential, but also that there might be 
some things that cannot be left to the free market, such as environmental 
protection) Fundamentally, however, the neoclassical confidence in the 
market would remain unshaken. Although they accept that a greater 
state role may be needed in the economy, neoclassical theorists differ 
from their colleagues on the left when it comes to specifying this role. 
Whereas leftist theorists tend to conceive a long-term vision of the 
state's role in the economy, neoclassical theorists are still anxious to 
minimize the scope and duration of state intervention, and above all to 
ensure that any intervention does not interfere with market forces. 

Their proposed solution to the harmful social effects of structural 
adjustment illustrates this. Although they still believe that, in the long 
run, structural adjustment will produce a growth rate that will bring ben
efits to the entire population, they recognize that there is a bridging peri
od during which many suffer. To sustain support for reforms during 
these difficult times, neoclassical theorists propose measures to target 
aid to affected groups. They prefer targeted aid over broader interven
tions such as price controls or subsidies on food, because the latter 
would reintroduce the problems of drains on government budgets and 
distortions in the market. 

Take, for example, the problems caused by rising food prices, which 
are believed to have worsened malnutrition. Reimposing price controls 
would lower price incentives to farmers and drive down production, 
thereby forcing the government to import food, which would in turn 
bring back the balance-of-payments problems that structural adjustment 
set out to correct. The neoclassical solution is to maintain the market 
mechanism-no government intervention in price setting-while tack
ling those parts of the market that are failing consumers. According to 
this logic, most urban consumers might not like price rises, but they can 
live with them. They will stop eating rice and start eating cassava, or 
stop buying bread made from higher-quality imported wheat. Grumbling 
as they eat, they will eat nonetheless, and ip the meantime local produc
ers will get the benefit of an increased demand for their goods . .  
However, the poorest urban consumers, who simply cannot absorb the 
price increase and so will reduce their consumption, need to be relieved. 
The trick is to identify them and to target food aid at them alone. 
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Such targeting, which the World B ank favors,4 has been used to 
direct to the P90rest of society not only food, but also jobs, healthcare, 
and even help with school fees .  Experiments in targeting have produced 
mixed results. In Jamaica, Chile, and India, food targeting allegedly 
reached the most needy without distorting the operation of the market at 
large,S but targeting in Zimbabwe and Ethiopia appears to have been 
less effective.6 One survey of programs found that while there were pos
itive results, in some cases they reached only a tiny proportion of the 
affected population. Significantly, such programs have tended to benefit 
men more than women,7 an obvious cause for concern. 

Critics of targeting contend that it alleviates the misery of the poor
est, but does little to reduce poverty itself; it keeps people alive, but 
does not improve their condition, which has already been worsened by 
structural adjustment. 8 For this improvement, neoclassical theorists still 
place their faith in the long-term workings of the market. However, the 
World Bank's motives for supporting targeted aid reveal an innovation 
on its part: it is concerned less with market imperfection than with polit
ical stability. The hard truth is that, provided the urban working class 
remains well fed, no matter how unhappy, the market can tolerate the 
miseries of the poor. Those who are marginalized operate largely outside 
the market, and are a surplus labor force, so their worsening plight is not 
necessarily an economic -problem. However, the problem, as B ob 
Marl�y once put it, is that a hungry mob is an angry mob. Anger at the 
policies drafted by bureaucrats in luxury hotels has often given way to 
violent protest, which can undermine structural adjustment. The World 
Bank, often criticized for being too economistic, now recognizes that 
there is also a political dimension to economic reform,9 which depends 
on regime stability, and this in tum relies on sheltering society's poorest 
from reform's harshest effects)O Come 2006, the World Bank's World 
Development Report would be devoted to the topic of equity and devel
opment. I I  

III The Return of the State 

Whereas neoclassical theory still trusts in the long-term potential of the 
market, Chapter 5 showed that research on structural adjustment calls 
into question this potential in the absence of significant state interven
tion. Furthermore, there now exists a body of historical and political
economic research, discussed in this chapter, that presents a serious 
challenge to neoclassical theory. For these reasons the left seemed to 
return to prominence in the 1 990s after a journey through the academic 
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wilderness. But it was not the old left of structuralism or dependency 
theory, but a new generation of leftist development thought formed in 
the wake of structural adjustment. Nevertheless, as with structuralism, 
this academic current called for a revitalized role for the state in devel
opment. Neoclassical ideas still dominated in development practice, as 
they do today. Yet as the "governing party," neoclassical theory had to 
defend itself against uncomfortable questions being posed by the oppo
sition; its defenses were not always persuasive. 12 The fallback position 
that strategies have failed only because they were not properly imple
mented sounded at times like the old radical-leftist disclaimer that one 
could not j udge socialism for its failures because true socialism had 
never been practiced. 

The Contribution of the New Institutionalism 

Those who maintain the continued importance of the role of the state 
have arguably been vindicated in their suspicion of unfettered markets 
by the research of the new institutional economics. The neoinstitutional
ists stress the regulatory role the state must  play in a capitalis t  
economy. 13  Markets do  not exist in  a vacuum, but require a detailed 
institutional framework. In the absence of this framework, economic 
agents will resort to improvisation, which may damage the economy. In 
Russia, for example, the absence of contract law in the wake of commu
nism's collapse quickly forced businesspeople to turn to criminal gangs 
to enforce their agreements. 14 This not only created new costs for busi
nesspeople, but also spurred harmful phenomena such as protection 
rackets and extortion, which discouraged potential investors from enter
ing the market. Equally, structural adjustment seems to have done 
poorly in Central America because the state did not foster essential pre
conditions to the effective operation of markets, such as access to infor
mation, formal equality of economic agents, and free entry to and exit 
from market contracts. l5 

Neoinstitutionalists also draw our attention to an economy's cultural 
milieu, highlighting the way this affects both the economy and the 
state's ability to regulate it. Individualist cultures tolerate innovation 
and give rise to generalized morality and formal contract enforcement; 
collectivist cultures, suspicious of difference, rein in innovation and fos
ter in-group moralities that develop trust .within communities but mis
trust between them. In such cases the state must intervene to correct the 
"trust failure"16 and replace enforcement of contracts by traditional in
groups with impartial enforcement by state agencies. Otherwise, a freely 
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flowing economy will have difficulty emerging, as agents restrict their 
business conta<;:ts to other members of their in-group. 

To the neoinstitutionalists, markets arise from human design. They 
do not emerge spontaneously, as such neoclassical theorists as Friedrich 
von Hayek argued. The state is seen as the best, if not the only, agent for 
managing the creation of a market order in a third-world country. Yet in 
spite of the insights of the new institutional economics, most leftist 
development theorists have reentered the development debate from the 
reference point not of lands of capitalism gone mad, such as Russia, but 
of lands in which capitalism has blossomed, such as East Asia. 

The Lessons of East Asia 

One of the global economy's most significant postwar developments has 
been the rise of East Asia. For a long time Japan held everyone's fasci
nation, but in the 1 990s it came to be eclipsed by China; by the four "lit
tle tigers" or "dragons":  Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and South 
Korea; and eventually by the Southeast Asian economies, including 
Indonesia and Malaysia. These economies have filled the top ranks of 
the world's economies in terms not only of their overall growth rates, 
but also of their industrial and export growth rates. Today, if they have 
not already done so, these economies are leaving the third world and 
enteri�g the industrial age-a remarkable accomplishment when one 
considers that in 1960 South Korea was on a par with Ghana in terms of 
its gross domestic product per capita. 

This development provokes two questions : Why? How? In account
ing for success in East Asia, neoclassical theorists have argued that these 
governments employed market-based development strategies coupled 
with outward orientation, or essentially 'a noninterventionist trade strate
gy. 17 However, the experiences of East Asia seem to have dealt critics of 
neoclassical theory a stronger hand. This is because an inescapable 
ingredient in the East Asian development recipe has been an interven
tionist state, typically one that plays a more active role in the economy 
than that ordinarily advocated by neoclassical theory. With the possible 
exception of Hong Kong, intrusive states guided the development of 
these economies. In South Korea, for instance, the state protected select
ed industries through tariffs and quotas and nurtured them through 
export subsidies and subsidized credit, steered firms toward new forms 
of production, set export targets and rewarded those firms that met or 
surpassed them, owned and controlled all commercial banks and used 
them to direct funds toward favored industries, limited the number of 
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firms allowed to enter an industry, set controls on prices and capital out
flows, and distorted prices to favor certain industries. Moreover, when 
hit by external shocks, the S outh Korean government did not use 
International Monetary Fund-style adjustment policies, but borrowed its 
way out of crises, thereby keeping its development strategy on track. I8 
Even the World Bank has admitted that state intervention was crucial to 
East Asian development. 19 

Added to this are the lessons of successful structural adjustment dis
cussed in Chapter 5. Successful adjustment appears to have followed 
long periods of sheltered industrialization. This has led many theorists 
to conclude that an initial state-led phase should precede the opening 
onto the market. 

Such lessons came together to give rise to a new theory of the state, 
known as the developmental state. Originated by Chalmers Johnson, . the 
concept of the developmental state came to be closely, though by no 
means exclusively, associated with a group of theorists at the Institute of · 
Development Studies of the University of Sussex. Influential figures in 
the developmental-state school included Gordon White, Robert Wade, 
Manfred Bienefeld, and Alice Amsden.20 

The developmental state includes the following features. First, the 
state makes development its top priority, encourages the people to forgo 
the benefits of growth so as to maximize investment, and uses repres
sion if need be to achieve this goal. Second, the state commits itself to 
private property and markets, even if only in the long run, as in China or 
Vietnam. Third, the state redistributes land, if necessary, to expand the 
national market and sweep aside the potential opposition of landed oli
garchies to industrialization, and represses labor to keep wages low and 
thereby attract investment. Fourth, the state insulates itself against soci
ety, giving a highly skilled, technocratic bureaucracy the autonomy it 
needs from societal interest groups to impose discipline, at times harsh, 
on the private sector. Fifth, and most important, the state guides the mar
ket extensively, exercising strict control over investment flows (devel
opmental states can be ardently nationalistic in restricting foreign 
investment in preferred sectors), using multifaceted import restrictions, 
regulating the terms of interaction between industry and agriculture, 
altering the incentive structure of the economy (getting some prices 
wrong if this is seen to benefit an emerging sector), promoting techno
logical change, and protecting selected i�fant industries. At the same 
time, having chosen which industries it will protect and nurture, the 
developmental state opens the rest of the economy to foreign competi
tion and penetration, even allowing poorly performing firms within the 
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favored industries to wither on the vine. Finally, developmental states 
invest heavily. in human-capital formation, in particular targeting the 
deve{opment of the technical and engineering corps necessary to mod
ern industry. 

The Infant-Industry Model 

In focusing on selected industries and intervening extensively to build 
them up for the purpose not of supplying the local market but of export, 
the developmental-state school drew upon the infant-industry model. 
lIM has a long history. One of its earliest proponents, Friedrich List, 
developed his ideas in the mid-nineteenth century. List separated politi
cal economy from what he called the "cosmopolitical" economy of 
Adam Smith and his followers, arguing that Smith was wrong to gener
alize his conception of the entrepreneur operating with maximum free
dom under a minimalist state to the outer world. Although it would have 
been appropriate in a world of economic equals, List argued, in the 
world economy of his time the conception would have led to British 
domination. He maintained that other states needed to protect and nur
ture their economies until they caught up with Britain. Only then could 
the world open up to unregulated competition.21 List was not an econo
mist by training, and some- of his ideas seem simple to contemporary 
econcimists, but the tradition he started has proved popular ever since 
and has been added to many times, the developmental-state model being 
the latest innovation. 

In its focus on statism and protection, lIM shares characteristics of 
the import substitution model. Both are founded on the principle that 
conditions in the third world differ so markedly from those in the first 
world that the neoclassical model cannot be used to develop an economy 
whose conditions call for state intervention. To raise industry from the 
ground requires sums of capital beyond the reach of the private financial 
sector, but the state can gather these through borrowing, taxation, and 
the sale of primary exports. To build up its human capital-its engi
neers, technicians, managers, and skilled workers-the state must invest 
heavily in educating not just the children of an elite who might other
wise be able to afford education, but also the population at large. To 
acqu,ire, adapt, and alter production technologies imported from the first 
world, firms must be given a learning period during which the state pro
tects them from foreign competition. To make it possible for firms to 
move onto a market in which penetration and brand loyalty favor estab
lished producers, the state may need to reserve its domestic market to 
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local producers for a set period of time. By these and other means, pro
ponents of lIM suggest, the state can level the playing field between the 
third and first worlds.22 

Varieties of lIM have proved popular in practice.  Indeed, List's the
ory was influential in Germany in the late nineteenth century, when that 
country embarked on an industrialization strategy that leaned heavily on 
state intervention. Several European countries used similar models, but 
in recent years the countries that have elicited the most interest in lIM 
have been Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore.23 Yet the. 1ist of 
countries that one could argue used lIM in one form or another is exten
sive and could even include a few African countries, such as Botswana24 
or Cote d'Ivoire. Even Chile, touted by neoclassical theorists as a great 
success story of the liberal, free-market model, would not likely have 
benefited as it has from structural adjustment had it not first passed 
through a phase of sheltered development: some of the industries that 
performed the best under liberalization were those nurtured by the state 
during its interventionist years.25 

The variety of the infant-industry model epitomized by the develop
mental state differs from import substitution industrialization in two 
important regards. First, rather than build an industrial base to satisfy 
local demand, it focuses on building an economy's export industries. 
Second, rather than provide local industry with relatively indiscriminate 
protection, as in lSI, governments enacting IIM "choose winners," 
selecting a few industries to nurture and relying on imports to satisfy the 
remainder of local demand. Within these favored industries, state 
bureaucrats decide which firms they will raise to maturity, and which 
will be left to die. It is a model that plans to alter the structure not only 
of the economy, but also of its exports; the government intervenes not 
only to expand exports, but also to expand the share of manufactured 
goods in exports. In short, this model seeks to foster new comparative 
advantages, and so concerns itself with dynamic rather than static com
parative advantage. 

Those who favor such infant-industry protection are not advocating 
a state economy. Nor do they usually want the pervasive role adopted by 
the state in the initial phases of industrial development to persist over 
the long term. Contrasting the favorable experiences of protection in 
East Asia with the less favorable cases in South Asia, particularly India, 
and in Latin America, recent proponents of lIM seem to have coalesced 
around a general approach. Accepting the principle of outward orienta
tion, they agree there should be a time limit on protection. This enables 
plant managers to know how long they have to build up their capabili-
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ties before their companies will be thrown onto the world market. In 
addition, advocates of 11M maintain that government interventions 
should be in support of the market, or market-enhancing, rather than 
against the market, or market-repressing.26 For example, although it is 
acceptable to assist the growth of a competitive firm, an inefficient one 
should be left to die. In countries that practiced lSI, this was seldom 
done. Officials implementing an lIM model must be willing and able to 
impose discipline on private entrepreneurs-hence the need for the state 
to be somewhat insulated from societal pressures, to be "strong" or 
"hard." 

The East Asian experiences offer one other interesting lesson to 
development theorists. Neocl�ssical theory, in particular new political 
economy, criticized lSI for its urban bias-the way it transferred 
resources from the rural sector to urban industry, wh,en in fact third
world economies' comparative advantages often lay in the rural econo
my. However, East Asian states also followed this practice.27 By the 
same token, Cote d�Ivoire, until the end of the 1970s, successfully fos
tered the growth of agriculture, using the surpluses from this sector to 
fuel a very rapid expansion in urban industry.28 Therefore, it may be 
wrong to think of rural-urban transfer as a zero-sum game. In many 
countries the drift of people and income from countryside to city did 
slow economic growth, but both South Korea and Cote d'Ivoire nurtured 
agriculture and industry, even if on balance more resources went to the 
urban economy.29 In principle, third-world governments can exploit 
agriculture, or the primary sector in general, in order to fuel industrial 
development. However, the · strategy will fail if they do not develop the 
primary sector as well-a shortcoming of which lSI strategies were 
often guilty. 

Furthermore, it appears that the gains of such development must be 
distributed broadly. If a small share of the population controls most of 
the property and income, a small but rich class of consumers develops a 
taste for a wide range of products, which will be either imported or pro
duced locally in such small numbers that their prices will be high (given 
economies of scale). This results in inefficient firms that cannot com
pete on foreign markets, which hinders the country's move into export 
industry. On the other hand, a large class of consumers with moderate 
incon;Ies will create demand for large numbers of a narrower range of 
products. The narrow range of products allows firms to specialize, and 
the large demand allows them to take advantage of economies of scale 
and become internationally competitive.30 One of the problems of lSI 
strategies was that they tended to concentrate the gains of development 
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in the urban sector, a result exacerbated in many countries by an uneven 
distribution of land and income. This explains why developmental-state 
theorists advocate land redistribution as a key ingredient in develop
ment; it is a policy that requires a very hard state because it makes ene
mies of a privileged population. 

II The Asian Crisis: 
The Eclipse of the Developmental State? 

Just as the developmental state was in the ascendant in development 
studies, and was gaining in popularity outside of its heartland-for 
example, with the end of apartheid, many South Mricans were calling 
on their country to adopt the modePl-it fell suddenly from grace. The 
Asian financial crisis both shook its legitimacy and forced an abandon
ment of some of its precepts. The irony is that there is a strong case to 
be made that neoclassical reforms helped cause the crisis in the first 
place. It should thus not surprise us if some critics portray this as a situ
ation in which a villain orchestrates an emergency so that he can ride to 
the rescue. Of course, the reality was not so simple. ,  

Financial liberalization in  the 1 980s suddenly opened the world's 
markets to foreign investment. Today, there is arguably no sector as 
globalized as the financial one, with over a trillion dollars moving 
across international boundaries each day, roughly the gross domestic 
product of France.32 But while most foreign investment still moves 
among rich countries, the third world was not left out of this new cur
rent. So-called emerging markets-third-world countries that provided 
attractive investment opportunities to foreign capital-drew in influxes 
of capital that greatly surpassed previous inflows. However, there was a 
new pattern to the investment. Instead of direct investment by foreign 
companies seeking either to establish branch plants or to globalize parts 
of their domestic operations, much of the new money was in the form of 
portfolio investment, seeking opportunities for rapid turnovers on the 
property, bond, and stock markets of the third world. With capital con
trols gone, investors no longer feared being locked into investments in 
countries in which they had lost confidence, and the flow of funds 
helped spur a boom on the markets of several third-world countries, par
ticularly those in East and Southeast Asia . . 

For a time, this seemed to speak to the virtues of neoclassical 
reform. But a storm was gathering. The investments created speculative 
bubbles in several countries, producing such excesses as that of the 
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Bangkok property market. Due to the relatively large inflow of funds, 
they also led to a rise in the value of the currencies of the recipient 
countiies. In the short term, this boosted the prosperity of the recipient 
countries, and so helped feed the rapid growth of the early 1 990s in East 
Asia. B ut over the longer term, it weakened the competitiveness of 
exports from these countries. Eventually, when investors feared that the 
future growth of these countries would be threatened as a result, they 
began to withdraw their investments. 

Matters were compounded by the fact that many of the managers of 
emerging market funds were not necessarily specialized in the politics 
and economics of the regions in which they were investing. They tended 
instead to treat the third world as an entity. So when the withdrawal of 
funds from a small number of East Asian countries began, the panic was 
not long to spread. It started in Thailand in the summ�r of 1997, where 
the bursting of the property bubble caused the value of the Thai curren
cy, the bhat, to decline sharply. Investors eager to lock in their gains thus 
sought to pull out before the currency fell further, thereby eroding the 
value of their investments. In the process they created a self-fulfilling 
prophecy: fearing the decline in the currency's value, they withdrew 
their funds, which led to further declines in currency value and so to fur
ther liquidations. The virtuous cycle that had accelerated the last few 
years of the East Asian boom thus turned into the vicious cycle underly
ing tire bust.33 Before long, other East Asian countries were affected by 
the contagion. By the summer of 1 998 ,  it had spread throughout the 
world, leading to plunges in the value of the Brazilian market and sharp 
rises i.n Russian bond yields. Faced with such pressure, several govern
ments had to announce moratoriums on debt payments, and the world 
was staring at a fresh financial crisis. 

Old Keynesians might have. smiled wryly and said, "What did you 
expect?" Precisely because he saw capitalism as given to such boom-and
bust cycles, Keynes had called for state management to smooth their 
effects. But the time for Keynesian remedies was past. Those govern
ments that were most likely to advocate such responses were in Europe 
and Japan. In either case, their economies were themselves only just 
emerging from recession, as in Europe's case, or mired in it, as in Japan's. 
Their countries thus enjoyed neither the resources nor the confidence to 
impose themselves on the situation. The situation was compounded by the 
fact that even were an alternative response available, the Europeans would 
have been unlikely to articulate it, since they were still working through 
the quasi-federal arrangements of the emergent European Union, and had 
yet to find a way to speak with one voice on any matter. 
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It thus fell to the US government, whose booming economy gave its 
model unprecedented legitimacy, to lead the charge. And unlike the East 
Asian and European governments, it was squarely committed to the 
principles of neoclassical economics (despite its left-leaning rhetorical 
flourishes, the policy of the Bill Clinton administration was as governed 
by neoclassical thinking as that of its Republican predecessors). Once 
the Asian crisis began dragging down US equity markets in the autumn 
of 1 998, President Clinton persuaded congressional Republicans who 
were otherwise reluctant to bail out foreign governments to inject fresh 
credit into the coffers of the International Monetary Fund. This credit 
was then made available to governments suffering capital outflows in 
order to restore confidence to their markets. At the same time, faced 
with the global slump in demand resulting from EastAsia's recession, 
the central banks of the Western countries began cutting interest rates, 
thereby encouraging investors to invest and consumers to spend. 

In the event, the massive intervention served to restore stability to 
global financial markets, at least for a time. The significant thing, 
though, is that it also imposed neoclassical reforms on those countries 
that had held out against them in pursuit of the Asian model. The price 
for IMF assistance was policies that rolled back the powers of the state. 
Although East Asian politicians and intellectuals maintained that the 
solutions were inappropriate to their contexts, they were hardly in a 
position to hold out for better. Even though liberalization helped cause 
the crisis and many critics maintained that the IMP exacerbated it-for 
example, its insistence that capital controls would worsen the crisis was 
essentially proved false by those countries that employed them34-the 
US government blamed it instead on the "crony capitalism" of the Asian 
model. It did so in spite of the fact that earlier in the decade, liberaliza
tion in different settings, such as Mexico and Turkey, yielded substan
tially similar outcomes.35 The end result is that at just the time the neo
classical model was coming in for increasing criticism in intellectual 
circles, circumstances made it all but global in its reach in policy circles. 
The East Asian model, on which many third-world scholars had pinned 
their hopes, was put on the defensive on its own home turf. The question 
is: Is the East Asian model dead, or merely sleeping? For that matter, 
has the spread of the neoclassical model to the far reaches of the globe 
really heralded the end of history, as some of its most ardent proponents 
claimed? 

The triumph of the neoclassical model could not prove anything 
more than temporary, though, for the simple reason that the problems 
associated with it, identified in Chapter 5, persist. It is thus worth noting 
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that the period after the imposition of the new neoclassical reforms, in 
the wake of the crisis, compounded by the recession that followed the 
crisis"and the consequent resource scarcities that saddled third-world 
governments, produced a wave of political instability across the third 
world. It is perhaps not coincidental that the years after 1 998 saw a dra
matic upsurge in street protests at international gatherings associated 
with the major economic powers or the forces identified with neoClassi
cal reform. This "antiglobalization" movement stands, paradoxically, in 
the vanguard of globalization, having exploited the Internet to foster 
effective transnational links. Opposed, thus, more to the neoclassical 
model of the world favored by the US Treasury Department-an arch
villain in the minds of activists-than to globalization as such, the 
antiglobalizers appear above all to be issuing a cultural critique of the 
homogenizing, economizing thrust of neoclassical r.�forms and their 
alleged goal of assigning prices to all things. This may explain why con
ventional economists and policymakers have been so mystified by these 
protesters, who often approach the world with a different template, more 
akin to that found in the new currents of radical thought to be examined 
in Chapter 8. In any event, while the Asian financial crisis did put a vir
tual end to the developmental state in some countries, notably South 
Korea,36 in others, governing elites managed to restore their models fair
ly quickly}7 All the while, -China has continued to thumb its nose at 
much � of the neoclassical model, picking and choosing those elements 
that suit it, while sticking to a strong state in others (such as the manage
ment of its currency). 

Tbe new challenges facing poor countries continue to multiply. 
Meanwhile, the sharp ending of the US boom at the turn of the century 
drew its free-market-based approach back into question. The search for 
alternative development models,. with particular attention to an expand
ed state role, thus goes on. 

II Conclusion 

Just as the first generation of statist development models were not creat
ed by leftist theorists, but were soon taken up by them, so the develop
men�al state originated outside the left, but soon became popular among 
many within it. Among other things, it vindicated their long-held suspi
cion of laissez-faire capitalism. A few have even been tempted to dust 
off socialist central planning and maintain that it is, after all, the most 
effective way to create a capital-goods base.38 Although the argument 
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has merits, most who favor infant-industry protection stop well short of 
state socialism. 

Yet even if one shies away from the developmental-state model or 
infant-industry protection, it seems clear that successful development 
demands a greater state role in the economy than neoclassical theory has 
foreseen. If the market is to function effectively, it requires elaborate 
state guidance. Furthermore, if and when any kind of state retreat is 
made, it appears it should be done gradually. Hard and fast cuts in the 
state may do more harm than good in the long run. State retrenchment in 
some domains should be accompanied by advances in others. One or 
two steps forward may make a step backward more effective. For exam
ple, governments can enhance measures to liberalize domestic commod
ity markets by building roads to agricultural areas, providing credit and 
inputs to farmers, and so forth. 

Proponents of shock therapy contend that in the former Eastern 
bloc, those countries that implemented deep reform most quickly, espe
cially Poland, emerged in the best position. However, critics of shock 
therapy maintain that China's more gradual move away from socialist 
central planning has yielded even greater success.39 Even those not so 
wedded to the idea of a strong state agree that gradual reform of state 
socialist systems is preferable to the Russian approach,4o even if gradual 
reform may not have been an option in Russia itself (a state that 
appeared beyond reform at the time of communism's collapse).41 More 
telling, perhaps, is the Chilean experience, in which the initial phase of 
shock liberalization, from 1 974 to 1 98 1 ,  yielded poor results. When 
Chile altered its strategy in 1982, maintaining liberalization within a 
context of greater regulation and state intervention, the real successes 
began.42 

Today an active and effective state role seems critical in the least
developed countries, found mostly in Africa, in which poor infrastruc
ture and market structure are causing producers to slide backward. For 
example, high transportation costs , due to poor infrastructure and 
monopolies that extract high profits, ate into many of the price gains 
that devaluation was meant to bring to coffee producers. As a result, 
West African producers lost market share to Indonesian and Vietnamese 
producers.43 Only a greater state role will tackle such problems. 

Whether or not such an expanded state role can emerge in these 
countries, let alone whether developmental states can emerge in many 
third-world countries, is a different matter" altogether. As Chapter 7 will 
show, the developmental state may simply not be an option for many of 
the countries most in need of it. If it ever offered a viable alternative to 
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the neoclassical model, its time has arguably now passed in most coun
tries, its usage having retreated to a few countries in its East Asian 
"heartland." 

" 
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